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The distorted close-packed crystal structure of methane A
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E. Gregoryanz, R. J. Nelmes, and J. S. Loveday
SUPA, School of Physics and Astronomy, Centre for Science at Extreme Conditions, The University of
Edinburgh, Edinburgh EH9 3JZ, United Kingdom

�Received 25 February 2010; accepted 31 May 2010; published online 9 August 2010�

We have determined the full crystal structure of the high-pressure phase methane A. X-ray
single-crystal diffraction data were used to determine the carbon-atom arrangement, and neutron
powder diffraction data from a deuterated sample allowed the deuterium atoms to be located. It was
then possible to refine all the hydrogen positions from the single-crystal x-ray data. The structure
has 21 molecules in a rhombohedral unit cell, and is quite strongly distorted from the cubic
close-packed structure of methane I, although some structural similarities remain. Full knowledge of
this structure is important for modeling of methane at higher pressures, including in relation to the
mineralogy of the outer solar system. We discuss interesting structural parallels with the carbon
tetrahalides. © 2010 American Institute of Physics. �doi:10.1063/1.3455889�

I. INTRODUCTION

Methane is one of the major constituents of the gas-giant
planets Uranus and Neptune in the outer solar system, and
accreted into these planets during their formation from the
solar nebula. They are similar in size, mass, and composi-
tion, and have an interior structure described in terms of
three distinct regions.1 The outermost layer contains a mix-
ture of primarily hydrogen, helium, water, methane, and am-
monia in that order of abundance, and covers the pressure
range up to 10 GPa and temperatures of 70–2000 K. In the
middle layer, pressure and temperature increase from 10 GPa
and 2000 K to approximately 800 GPa and 8000 K with
increasing depth. This second layer accounts for the majority
of the planets’ volume and mass, and it is composed of mo-
lecular ices �water, methane, and ammonia�, and possibly a
silicate component. The third layer is a dense silicate and
metal core.1 Under the conditions of the middle layer, meth-
ane, ammonia, and water will be dense fluids with, in some
cases, a significant degree of ionization, and it is believed
that the complex magnetic fields of Uranus and Neptune are
the result of convection in this middle ice layer.2 Because the
conditions of the middle ice layer are difficult or impossible
to access experimentally, modeling of its behavior currently
relies on computational studies of the properties of the con-
stituent materials. Such studies benefit from experimental
data on the solid phases at high pressure as benchmarks for
testing computational predictions. In the case of water and
ammonia, both experimental and computational studies at
high pressure and temperature have been extensively
pursued.3–5 By contrast, the understanding of methane under
these conditions is much less well established, with not even
the density definitively known above 5 GPa.

Methane is the only member of the group of simple mo-
lecular ices �water, methane, ammonia, and hydrogen fluo-
ride� that does not form hydrogen bonds, and its molecular
interactions are dominated by the interplay between van der
Waals attractions and steric repulsions. The density depen-
dence of the structure and properties of methane provides
insight into these interactions without the complications of
competing hydrogen bonds, and thus insight also into this
type of molecular state. However, in view of the considerable
interest and significance of the high-pressure behavior of
methane, surprisingly little is yet known about its high-
pressure phases and their structures.

Figure 1 shows the current state of knowledge of the P-T
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FIG. 1. The current phase diagram of methane as mapped out and drawn by
Bini and Pratesi �Ref. 6� and including the addition of phase II by Umemoto
et al. �Ref. 7�. Phases are labeled as discussed in the text. The question mark
indicates an area where the boundaries have not yet been determined, and
the stability region of methane A is shaded. Transition pressures at room
temperature are given in gigapascal on the right-hand vertical axis. As dis-
cussed in the text, the transition from methane A to B has been observed as
low as 9 GPa �the pressure shown� and as high as 14 GPa, and the reverse
transition from B to A has been observed to occur down to 7 GPa.
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phase diagram. Of the nine solid phases distinguished, crys-
tal structures have been determined only for methane I, II,
and III.8,9 The phase labeled A was discovered by Hazen et
al.10 who compressed a single-crystal sample of methane I to
just above 5 GPa at room temperature, where the sample
transformed to a powder, suggesting that the transition was
reconstructive and first-order in nature. Later, Hebert et al.11

studied this transition in more detail using Raman scattering
measurements, and confirmed a first-order transformation
from methane I at 300 K and 5.4 GPa. Hebert et al. labeled
the high-pressure form as methane IV because they took it to
be the same phase as that previously identified as forming
from methane III at 4.2 K and 0.49 GPa �Ref. 12� �see Fig.
1�. But the room temperature phase was later distinguished
and labeled methane A by Bini et al.13 who reasoned that
there was not sufficient evidence to identify it as methane IV.
The P-T conditions and nature of the transition between
methane IV and A remained unknown.

Under compression at room temperature, methane A
transforms to a further modification, originally labeled meth-
ane VII,11 but later renamed as methane B by Bini et al.13

The methane A to B transition has been termed “sluggish.” It
has been observed to occur at 9 GPa with increasing pressure
�Fig. 1� but sometimes not until 14 GPa, and the B to A
transition on decreasing pressure can occur down to 7
GPa.6,11 In a subsequent paper, Bini and Pratesi6 probed
methane’s structural behavior more completely by conduct-
ing spectroscopic measurements from 50 to 300 K and up to
30 GPa. The phase diagram shown in Fig. 1 is largely based
on these studies and includes the low-temperature phases V
and VI as labeled. However, this work did not clarify the
relationship between the low-temperature phases IV, V, and
VI and phases A and B at higher temperatures. Figure 1 also
shows a further phase of methane found to form from meth-
ane B at 25 GPa on upstroke at room temperature, and Bini
and Pratesi6 proposed it to be hexagonal and labeled it HP.
Phases A and B were then taken to be intermediate structures
between the rotationally disordered cubic close-packed
�CCP� methane I and the proposed ordered hexagonal close-
packed HP structure.6

All previous structural studies of methane A have been
based on spectroscopic and powder diffraction experiments.
Both methane IV and A were first interpreted as having te-
tragonal structures, but later powder diffraction data14

showed methane A to have a rhombohedral unit cell �a
=8.643�1� Å and �=89.40�2�° at 7.0 GPa and room tem-
perature�. On the basis of density in relation to methane I,
and symmetry considerations, Nakahata et al.14 assigned 21
molecules to the unit cell. They also pointed out the similari-
ties to high-pressure phases of CCl4 �phase Ib� and CF4

�phase I�, which have rhombohedral unit cells with �
�89.5°, believed to contain 21 molecules �see Sec. IV�, thus
suggesting a common structural progression for methane and
the carbon tetrahalides.

Our own recent neutron diffraction measurements on
deuterated methane have questioned the low-temperature
part of the phase diagram �Fig. 1� and the existence of dis-
tinct phases IV, V, and VI.15 Powder diffraction profiles col-
lected from CD4 between 1 and 5 GPa from 20 to 100 K

�within the stability fields proposed by Bini and Pratesi6 for
methane IV, V, and VI� found only rhombohedral methane A,
suggesting that phases IV, V, and VI are not structurally dis-
tinct from methane A. We note that this would require some
revision of the phase diagram below 100 K.

A detailed structural study of methane A under in situ
conditions is challenging. The apparent large number of mol-
ecules in the unit cell suggests that single-crystal methods
may be needed to solve the structure, but a previous attempt
to compress a single crystal of methane I into methane A
produced only a polycrystalline aggregate, as noted above.10

The alternative of growing a single crystal within the P-T
field of the phase is difficult for a phase not in contact with
the melting line. And x-ray data collected under high-
pressure conditions, even from a single crystal, are not likely
to locate the numerous hydrogen atoms in the structure. This
requires neutron diffraction techniques, but single crystals of
sufficient size cannot yet be grown in situ for work above 5
GPa.16 Although neutron powder-diffraction techniques can
be used, the limited sample volume in a neutron-diffraction
pressure cell17 makes it difficult to collect data of sufficient
quality for solution of a complex structure. However, we first
succeeded in obtaining good single crystals for x-ray data
collection �by crystallizing at �400 K� from which the car-
bon �C� atom positions were determined, and were then able
to locate the hydrogen �H� atoms �in fact, deuterium �D�
atoms as CD4� from neutron powder diffraction data on the
assumption that the molecules were regular tetrahedra. And
these H�D� positions were used for a final full refinement of
the structure from the x-ray single-crystal data.

II. EXPERIMENTAL

As said, we have taken a combined approach to this
investigation using x-ray single-crystal diffraction data and
neutron powder diffraction data. For the x-ray single-crystal
studies, research grade methane �CH4� from Sigma Aldrich
�with purity 99.995%� was cryogenically loaded into a
Merrill–Bassett �MB� diamond-anvil cell,18 and contained by
a rhenium gasket. We used MB cells equipped with Boehler-
Almax seats and diamond anvils19 to optimize the angular
access. This method of mounting the diamond anvils also
avoids the data containing diffraction lines from any support-
ing seat under the anvils. Pressure was measured from the
fluorescence shift of a small ruby chip �10–15 �m� in-
cluded in the sample volume.20,21

After cryogenic loading, the MB cells were warmed to
room temperature and the sample pressure was increased to
�10 GPa for the single-crystal growth. The MB cells were
then fitted with an external heater and placed into an appa-
ratus that monitored the temperature of the cell while the
sample was kept under visual observation. Each cell was
heated to �400 K at �9 GPa to take the sample through
the transition from methane A to methane I at �370 K �Fig.
1�. Crystals were then grown by cooling back through the
methane I to A transition, as illustrated in Fig. 2, by using a
thermal sink to create a seed crystal and carefully allowing
this to grow with cooling.

Single-crystal x-ray diffraction data were collected on
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station ID09a at the European Synchrotron Radiation Facility
�ESRF�, Grenoble, and station 9.5HPT, Synchrotron Radia-
tion Source �SRS�, Daresbury Laboratory using the proce-
dures outlined in Ref. 22. The first data set was collected
from a crystal at 13.6�2� GPa �toward the high end of the
methane A stability range�, on station ID09a at ESRF, using
a wavelength of 0.41 Å and a mar345 image-plate detector
placed 200 mm from the sample. These data were collected
in sequential 0.33° steps over a total scan range of �30°
around the vertical rotation axis, with an exposure time of 5
s at each step. This yielded 720 measurable reflections to a

resolution of 0.8 Å, and gave an Rmerge�F2� of 0.06 �in the 3̄
Laue class—see below�. The data were corrected for absorp-
tion by the diamond anvils, for variations in the detector
efficiency with scattering angle, and for variations in the
sample scattering with the diamond-anvil cell orientation.

A second data set, from a separately grown crystal at
9.1�2� GPa, was collected on station 9.5HPT at SRS, using
an x-ray wavelength of 0.44 Å with a sample to detector
distance of 340 mm. Some typical data from this data set are
shown in Fig. 3. The diffraction images were collected in
0.5° steps over �30°, at 15 s per frame. This resulted in 679
measured reflections to a resolution of 0.9 Å, and gave an

Rmerge�F2� of 0.05 �in the 3̄ Laue class—see below�, after
corrections as for the first data set.

Neutron powder data were collected on the HiPr/PEARL
instrument at the ISIS Facility, Rutherford Appleton Labora-
tory, U.K., using a Paris-Edinburgh press17 fitted with sin-
tered diamond anvils and loaded with pure 99% deuterated
CD4 �Ref. 23� �supplied by Sigma-Aldrich�. The effect of
deuteration on methane at high pressure and room tempera-
ture is unknown, but is expected to be small and not to in-
fluence the crystal structures. The CD4 sample was loaded
cryogenically into an encapsulated gasket between the
anvils24 using methods previously described.25 So as to
maximize signal-to-background from the sample, no pressure
calibrant was used.

After loading, the sample was returned to room tempera-

ture before being taken up in pressure. As there was no pres-
sure marker in the sample, the load �force� applied to the
pressure cell was increased until approximately the required
pressure was reached—as judged by the normal relationship
between load and sample pressure—and then adjusting until
the known diffraction pattern for methane A was obtained.
The final sample pressure was estimated as 11.4�0.2 GPa
from the measured lattice parameters and the CH4 equation
of state determined by Nakahata et al.14 For data collection,
the sample was cooled to 110 K with liquid nitrogen to re-
duce atomic thermal motion in the sample, and thereby im-
prove signal-to-background. The data were corrected for cell
attenuation26 and the program GSAS �Ref. 27� was used for
crystal structure refinement.

III. ANALYSIS AND RESULTS

The first x-ray single-crystal data set �collected at ESRF�
indexed to a rhombohedral unit cell consistent with the work
of Nakahata et al.14 with a=8.269�7� Å and �=89.51�4�° at
13.6�2� GPa. The second data set �collected at SRS� indexed
to a rhombohedral unit cell with lattice parameters of a
=8.508�7� Å and �=89.32�3�° at 9.1�2� GPa.

Observed reflection intensities were found to show clear

violations of the symmetry conditions for the 3̄m Laue group
�I�hkl�= I�lhk�= I�klh�= I�khl�= I�hlk�= I�lkh��, but accord

fully with the conditions of the 3̄ Laue group �I�hkl�
= I�lhk�= I�klh�� I�khl�= I�hlk�= I�lkh��. This can be seen,
for example, in the relative intensities I��I� of 594�184�,
680�131�, 2115�268�, and 2259�268� obtained for reflections
�621�, �162�, �261�, and �612�, respectively, in the ESRF data
set, which are the permutations �hkl�, �lhk�, �khl�, and �hlk�
of the Miller indices. This very clear discrimination is shown
for these data overall by Rmerge�F2� values of 0.35 and 0.30 in

the 3̄m Laue class for the first and second data sets, respec-

FIG. 2. A crystal of methane A growing at a solid-solid transition between
methane I and methane A at 9.3�4� GPa, in a gasket hole that is 100 �m in
diameter. The crystal boundaries are clear in original images but difficult to
discern and so are indicated with dashed lines here. The small, separate
crystallites evident in all the images are pieces of ruby. �a� is at the highest
temperature of 410 K after the seed crystal of methane A was created by
cooling the cell on one side; �b� is at 400 K, as the seed crystal starts to grow
from the top right on cooling; the growth process then continues with further
cooling in �c� and �d�, and eventually �not shown� the growth progresses to
fill the whole sample volume.
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FIG. 3. A composite image from part of a data set �between −2.5° ��
�2.5°� collected at 9.5HPT, SRS from a methane A crystal at 9.1�2� GPa,
with a=8.508�7�, �=89.32�3� Å. � is the angle around the rotation axis.
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tively, and 0.06 and 0.05 �as already noted� in the 3̄ Laue
class. Hence, the space group of methane A must be either

R3̄ or R3.
The positions of the carbon atoms were determined with

the direct methods program SHELXS �Ref. 28� within the
WINGX application.29 This was done for each data set in each

of the R3 and R3̄ space groups. The �different� structures
obtained in each space group both had 21 molecules in the
unit cell and were the same for each data set. A unit cell
containing 21 molecules is consistent with the equation of
state of methane I and the pressure variation of the lattice
parameters of methane A determined by Umemoto et al.,7

given the requirement that methane A must be at least as
dense as methane I at the same pressure.10 For 21 molecules
in a unit cell with the equation of state given by Nakahata et
al.,14 the density of methane A is �2% greater than that of
methane I. �20 molecules would thus be �3% less dense
than methane I.� The R3 solution had carbon atoms on three
different onefold �x ,x ,x� sites and 18 carbon atoms on six

threefold �x ,y ,z� sites. The R3̄ solution had one carbon atom
on a onefold site �0,0,0�, two carbon atoms on a single two-
fold site �x ,x ,x�, and 18 carbon atoms on three sixfold sites
�x ,y ,z�. Inspection of the R3 solution revealed that the six
threefold carbon positions were close to being related in
three pairs by a pseudoinversion center at one of the �x ,x ,x�
sites, as also were the positions of the other two onefold
�x ,x ,x� sites. It thus appeared that the two solutions were
related by the presence of this pseudoinversion center in the
R3 solution. Both solutions were then tested by structure
refinement using GSAS.27

Refinement of the carbon positions and isotropic atomic
displacement parameters �ADPs� with the second data set
gave weighted R-factors Rw�F2� on F2 and Rw�F� on F of
11.7% and 5.7%, respectively, for R3 �30 parameters includ-

ing a scale factor�, and 13.8% and 6.7%, respectively, for R3̄
�16 parameters including a scale factor�. �Weighted R-factors
based on structure-factors �F� are given here and in a similar
context below as they are needed for the Hamilton signifi-
cance test.30 Otherwise R-factors based on squared structure-
factors �F2� or reflection intensities are used. These are nor-
mally approximately twice the magnitude of the R-factors
based on F.� Based on the 124 reflections with F2 greater
than 3��F2�, this favors R3 with a confidence limit of 99.5%
using the Hamilton significance test.30 However, this prefer-
ence for the R3 space group has to be treated with some
caution as the hydrogen atoms have yet to be included in the

description of the structure, and both the R3 and R3̄ models
were next tested against the neutron powder diffraction data.

For this, an initial model for the hydrogen positions is
needed. The only available low-temperature diffraction data
show that methane A does not undergo a detectable transition
on cooling down to 10 K �Ref. 15� and so it seems reason-
able to assume that the molecular orientations in methane A
are ordered. �The validity of this assumption will be dis-
cussed later.� Molecular orientations that are fully ordered �in
R3� or minimally disordered �in R3̄� generate two possible
distinct arrangements for each space group.

In R3, the three molecules centered on the threefold axis

�x ,x ,x� sites can be orientationally ordered only if one of the
H sites of each molecule is located on the threefold axis.
There are two possible configurations for this: in one, the
C–H bonds lying along the threefold axis are directed the
same way for all three molecules �referred to as the +++
model�, and in the other case one of these C–H bonds is
oppositely directed to the other two �the ++− model�. The
remaining 18 molecules are all ordered and generated by six
inequivalent molecules each centered on an x ,y ,z site in
general orientations with four inequivalent H sites. �It is D
sites and C–D bonds for the neutron diffraction case, but we
will make the distinction only in presenting the neutron dif-
fraction analysis.�

In R3̄, the molecule on the inversion center at �0,0,0�
must be disordered over at least two orientations—one with
its C–H bond along the threefold axis in a positive direction
and the other with the C–H bond in a negative direction. The
orientations of the remaining methane molecules with carbon
atoms on the threefold axis are related by the inversion cen-
ter and for these molecules to be ordered they must have one
H site on the threefold axis. There are then two possible
configurations for these molecules: in one, both C–H bonds
that are directed along the threefold axis have the H atom
nearer the central molecule at �0,0,0� �the “in” model�, and in
the other these bonds have the H atom further from the cen-
tral molecule �the “out” model�. The remaining 18 molecules
are all ordered and generated by three inequivalent molecules
each centered on an x ,y ,z site in general orientations each
with four inequivalent H sites.

Refinements of the neutron powder data were under-
taken in GSAS �Ref. 27� using each of these four models. A
rigid-body description of the methane molecule was used in
which the D–C–D angles were fixed to have the values of an
ideal tetrahedron. The initial value for all C–D bond lengths
was set at 1 Å—close to the expected value of 1.042�5� Å
found by Neumann et al.9 for methane phase III. The posi-
tions of the centers of all the methane molecules and the
molecular orientations were allowed to vary in each model
according to the restrictions imposed by the site symmetry.
For the molecules centered on general positions, all three
Euler angles describing the molecular orientations were al-
lowed to vary. For the molecules centered on the threefold
axis, the need to keep one D site on the axis to maintain an
ordered �or minimally disordered� molecule meant that only
one Euler angle could be varied, corresponding to a rotation
of the molecule about the C–D bond directed along the three-
fold axis. In addition to these parameters, a single C–D bond
length, two isotropic ADPs �one for the carbon atoms and
one for the deuterium atoms�, and powder peak shape and
background parameters were also varied. This gave an over-
all number of parameters of 59 for the R3 models and 40 for

the R3̄ models. The C–D bond length refined to values be-
tween 1.021�4� and 1.065�4� Å, depending on the model
used, but all in good agreement with the expected value
�above�.

The weighted profile R-factors �Rwp, based on the quality
of fit to the reflection intensities� obtained were 7.00% for
the �+++� model �displayed in Fig. 4� and 7.06% for the
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�++−� model in R3, as against 8.73% for the “in” and 8.36%

for the “out” model in R3̄. Use of statistical tests for powder
data is difficult because the number of observations is not

well defined, but in this case it is clear that the R3̄ space
group is again disfavored. The apparent marginal preference
for the �+++� model over the �++−� model is not statistically
significant given the small difference in Rwp, plus the fact
that the sample was textured, and the relatively large number
of parameters for a powder refinement. For the same reasons,
and because of the differences in pressure and temperature
between the x-ray and neutron studies, it is not possible to
draw meaningful conclusions about the effects of deuteration
on the structure of methane A from these data.

To obtain better evidence as to which model is correct,
all four models were refined against the single-crystal x-ray
data using GSAS.27 Because the Rmerge statistics are better for
the second data set, collected at SRS at 9.1�2� GPa, results
with these data will be given here, but the data set collected
at ESRF yields the same conclusions. The rigid-body models
used to refine the neutron data were adopted for these x-ray
refinements, with the initial molecular orientations taken
from those determined from the neutron refinements. The
only difference from the neutron refinements was that the
carbon atoms were no longer constrained to all have the
same ADPs. A consequence of this is a larger difference in

the number of parameters between the R3 and R3̄ models
than for the neutron refinements, because the R3 model has

nine inequivalent carbon atoms and the R3̄ model only five.
There is then an overall number of parameters of 53 for the

R3 models and 29 for the R3̄ models including a scale factor.

The R3̄ models gave Rw�F2� and Rw�F� values of 10.1%
and 4.9%, respectively, for the “in” model, and 10.7% and
5.1%, respectively, for the “out” model. For the R3 models,
the Rw�F2� and Rw�F� values were 8.3% and 4.0% for the

�+++� model, and 8.7% and 4.2% for the �++−� model. From

these R-factors, the R3̄ models can be rejected with a confi-
dence level of 97% using the Hamilton significance test.30

This is slightly below the level of rejection for the carbon-
only refinements above, but shows that a high level of pref-
erence for the R3 model remains with the hydrogens in-
cluded. And for the R3 models, there is a preference for the
�+++� model significant at the 99.5% level. The data cannot
reject a small component of �++−� at the 10%–20% level,
but we argue that the �+++� model is structurally more plau-
sible and that any �++−� component is unlikely: the �++−�
configuration requires that two of the molecules located on
the threefold axis have C–H bonds directed toward each
other �i.e., C–H¯H–C�, which is unlikely, whereas the
�+++� model has these C–H bonds directed the same way
�i.e., C–H¯C–H�. For all these reasons, we conclude that
the space group of methane A is R3 and that the �+++� model
is the correct molecular arrangement, with the refined atomic
coordinates and ADPs given in Table I.

Finally, we return to the assumption made in solving the
structure that the molecular orientations are fully ordered. As
shown by the R-factors given above and by the values listed
in Table I, the x-ray data are well able to determine the
hydrogen atom positions and ADPs. First, the fits with or-
dered models give R-factors slightly better than those ex-
pected on the basis of the merging statistics, and Fourier
difference maps calculated from these x-ray refinements
show no evidence for systematic additional electron density
not fitted by the ordered model. This strongly indicates that
molecules are not disordered over two or more orientations.
Second, the hydrogen atom ADPs in Table I are smaller than
those found in methane III, the only ordered structure of
methane previously known,9 and this indicates that there is
no significant disordering over more closely separated mul-
tiple sites. These results thus support the initial assumption
of ordered molecular orientations made above on the basis
that, although the R3 space group permits full ordering, no
detectable change is observed in the methane A diffraction
pattern on cooling down to 10 K.15 A definitive experimental
proof of full ordering would require high-resolution neutron
diffraction data from a single-crystal sample, which is not
currently feasible at pressures as high as 9–10 GPa.16 But we
conclude that any disordering is rather unlikely in view of
the fits to the x-ray data.

IV. DISCUSSION

The structure of methane A has some similarities to CCP
methane I in its molecular packing, but is overall quite
strongly distorted from a CCP arrangement. The distortions
away from close packing give rise to a much wider range of
C–C distances than is found in methane I, with first-neighbor
C–C distances ranging from 3.06 to 3.88 Å, whereas meth-
ane I would have a �single� first-neighbor C–C distance of
3.38 Å at the same density. �The choice of cutoff at 3.88 Å in
methane A is somewhat arbitrary, but there is a gap in the
C–C distance distribution between 3.88 and 4.12 Å.� Figure
5�a� shows the methane A structure in terms of the carbon

FIG. 4. A fit of the methane A structure to neutron powder-diffraction data
using rigid-body tetrahedral methane molecules in the �+++� model in space
group R3, as described in the text. The data were collected at 11.4�2� GPa
and 110 K. The difference �gray line� between the observed �black dots� and
fitted �black line� profiles is shown below the fit, and the red circles mark
diamond reflections from the pressure-cell anvils. The refined lattice param-
eters were a=8.326�1� Å and �=89.57�1�°.
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positions of 33 carbon atoms �about 1.5 unit cells�, linked by
lines showing nearest-neighbor contacts to define layerlike
units that can be compared with the A, B, and C layers of
CCP. As can be seen from the outline of the rhombohedral
unit cell, the layer units are viewed along a direction nearly
perpendicular to the threefold axis, which is the �111	 direc-
tion of the unit cell. The “layers” are meaningful over the
range shown in Fig. 5�a�, but, as discussed below �and illus-
trated in Fig. 6�, they are not parts of extended discrete lay-
ers, unlike in CCP. They are layerlike structural units on the
length scale of a unit cell, and “layer” is used with this mean-

ing in discussing the methane A structure. As specified in the
caption to Fig. 5, the layerlike units 1–5 are labeled L1 to L5
with a letter, A�, B� �or B��, and C�, added according to their
closest correspondence to the �true� A, B, and C layers of the
CCP structure, which is shown from the same viewing per-
spective in Fig. 5�e�. �B� and B� are distorted in different
ways from the B layer of CCP.� It can be seen immediately
that the methane A layers are quite significantly puckered in
Fig. 5�a�, and that the local stacking sequence in methane A
most closely resembles an ABCBB sequence instead of the
ABCABC of the CCP structure.

TABLE I. Carbon and hydrogen atom fractional coordinates and isotropic ADPs, Uiso, for the �+++� ordered
model of the methane A structure at 9.1�2� GPa �spacegroup R3, a=8.508�7� Å and �=89.32�2�°�, refined from
single-crystal x-ray data as discussed in the text. H11 and H12 denote H atoms 1 and 2 of the C1 molecule, etc.
The second column specifies the Wyckoff positions in the space group. The ADPs of the hydrogen atoms were
constrained to be all the same, and refined to a value of 0.065�17� Å2, as shown for atom H11. The refined C–H
distance is 0.94�4� Å. As expected, this distance determined by x-ray diffraction is a little shorter than the
internuclear C–D distance obtained from neutron diffraction data. A crystallographic information file of the
methane A structure can be found in the supplementary material �Ref. 32�.

Atom
Wyckoff
position x y z

Uiso

�Å2�

C1 1a 0.575�4� 0.575�4� 0.575�4� 0.042�7�
H11 1a 0.513�7� 0.513�7� 0.512�7� 0.065�17�
H12 3b 0.528�13� 0.588�21� 0.674�9� 0.065� - �
C2 1a 0.953�6� 0.954�6� 0.953�6� 0.05�2�
H21 1a 0.891�8� 0.891�8� 0.891�8� 0.065� - �
H22 3b 0.915�14� 1.057�7� 0.953�19� 0.065� - �
C3 1a 0.186�6� 0.187�7� 0.186�6� 0.07�3�
H31 1a 0.124�8� 0.124�8� 0.123�8� 0.065� - �
H32 3b 0.251�16� 0.249�17� 0.122�3� 0.065� - �
C4 3b 0.833�5� 0.291�4� 0.701�4� 0.074�14�
H41 3b 0.905�12� 0.214�10� 0.735�13� 0.065� - �
H42 3b 0.737�9� 0.245�13� 0.679�13� 0.065� - �
H43 3b 0.820�12� 0.366�12� 0.779�10� 0.065� - �
H44 3b 0.873�13� 0.339�14� 0.609�9� 0.065� - �
C5 3b 0.445�3� 0.318�4� 0.839�3� 0.006�5�
H51 3b 0.530�9� 0.373�13� 0.880�12� 0.065� - �
H52 3b 0.419�13� 0.236�10� 0.906�11� 0.065� - �
H53 3b 0.359�9� 0.387�10� 0.828�13� 0.065� - �
H54 3b 0.473�13� 0.279�13� 0.740�7� 0.065� - �
C6 3b 0.720�4� 0.626�4� 0.953�4� 0.024�8�
H61 3b 0.724�12� 0.707�11� 1.026�1� 0.065� - �
H62 3b 0.707�14� 0.530�8� 1.005�13� 0.065� - �
H63 3b 0.636�10� 0.644�13� 0.885�11� 0.065� - �
H64 3b 0.814�9� 0.624�13� 0.895�12� 0.065� - �
C7 3b 0.519�4� 0.189�4� 0.435�5� 0.047�12�
H71 3b 0.448�11� 0.261�11� 0.392�13� 0.065� - �
H72 3b 0.486�13� 0.161�13� 0.536�7� 0.065� - �
H73 3b 0.524�13� 0.100�9� 0.372�11� 0.065� - �
H74 3b 0.619�8� 0.235�12� 0.440�12� 0.065� - �
C8 3b 0.938�4� 0.072�4� 0.420�4� 0.033�9�
H81 3b 0.983�12� 0.172�8� 0.416�15� 0.065� - �
H82 3b 0.951�15� 0.031�14� 0.524�8� 0.065� - �
H83 3b 0.832�7� 0.079�12� 0.399�14� 0.065� - �
H84 3b 0.989�11� 0.006�13� 0.350�12� 0.065� - �
C9 3b 0.204�4� 0.085�4� 0.703�4� 0.039�9�
H91 3b 0.253�14� 0.039�13� 0.790�11� 0.065� - �
H92 3b 0.171�12� 0.187�9� 0.728�14� 0.065� - �
H93 3b 0.276�11� 0.090�14� 0.619�10� 0.065� - �
H94 3b 0.118�9� 0.025�12� 0.674�13� 0.065� - �
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Figure 5 shows a view approximately along the threefold
axis �b� for L1-B�, L2-A�, and L3-B�, �c� for L3-B�, L4-C�,
and L5-B�, and �d� for L5-B� plus L1-B� in the next unit
cell. The BB-like sequence in �d� is a particularly marked
departure from close packing. The corresponding view of

CCP is shown in Fig. 5�f�. It can be seen in Figs. 5�b�–5�d�
how L1-B�, L3-B�, and L5-B� have at their centers the C3,
C1, and C2 atoms that lie on �x ,x ,x� sites along the threefold
axis. It can also be seen in �a�, �b�, and �c� that L3-B� �in
dark blue� is close to being a centrosymmetric arrangement
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FIG. 5. The arrangement of the carbon atoms in phase A and a comparison with the arrangement of the CCP structure of methane I. �a� shows the carbon-atom
structure in terms of five pseudo-close-packed, puckered layer units, numbered L1 to L5, viewed approximately perpendicularly to the �111	 direction �the
threefold axis�. The rhombohedral unit cell is shown in outline, with vertices lettered from � to � as referred to in the text. The layer units do not extend as
true layers through the structure �see the text for discussion of Fig. 6�, but can be defined on this scale for comparison with the true extended �unpuckered�
layers of the CCP structure. �b�–�d� show views approximately along the �111	 direction, viewing in the direction from � toward �, for selected layer units.
�e� and �f� show corresponding views of the CCP structure, which is a stacking of close-packed layers in three different positions, A �red�, B �dark blue�, and
C �green�. In �a�, the layer units are identified according to closeness of correspondence to A, B, and C, and accordingly labeled L1-B�, L2-A�, etc., where
“L” denotes “layer unit” in each case. B� and B� are both closest to B in that they have a central atom in the B position, but differ in the way they are distorted
from B: the B� layer units are shown light blue to distinguish them from the B� ones �see text�. The views along �111	 for methane A �in the direction from
� toward �� show �b� L1-B�, L2-A�, and L3-B�; �c� L3-B�, L4-C�, and L5-B�; and �d� L5-B� in one unit cell below L1-B� in the next. The carbon atoms are
labeled C1, C2, etc. as in Table I.
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about its central C1 atom. This is a pseudocenter that would

be a true center of symmetry in the R3̄ structure, as discussed
in Sec. III. This pseudocenter at the C1 site also relates
L2-A� �in red� to L4-C� �in green�, and L1-B� to L5-B�
�both light blue�. The other pseudocenter is thus between C2
and C3 in Fig. 5�d�, where it can be seen that L5-B� is close
to being an inversion of L1-B� through that point. Figure
5�a� shows that all five layer units are puckered to a similar
extent. But in �b�, �c�, and �d� it can be seen that L2-A�,
L3-B�, and L4-C� are close to a regular close-packed �two-
dimensional hexagonal� arrangement in projection along the
threefold axis, whereas L1-B� and L5-B� are both quite
strongly distorted. Nonetheless, the sequence of L2-A�,
L3-B�, and L4-C� is still quite far from CCP because L3-B�
is rotated 30° around the threefold axis from the orientation
that layer B has with respect to the A and C layers in CCP
�Fig. 5�f��.

Figure 6 shows how the layer units of Fig. 5�a� extend
into the full three-dimensional structure. At the center is
L3-B� of Fig. 5�a�, here labeled simply L3, with its central
C1 atom also labeled. If the representative five-layer part of
the structure shown in Fig. 5�a� is associated with the lattice
point �unit-cell vertex� labeled �, then there must be the
same five-layer arrangements similarly associated with the
lattice points labeled 	, 
, and �. These are 120° apart
around the threefold axis �through lattice point ��, and dis-
placed along the threefold axis direction by 1/3 of the repeat

distance from � to �. This displacement is 5X /3 where X is
the average separation of the layer units in Fig. 5�a�. Thus,
L1-B� of Fig. 5�a� appears in three positions 120° apart
around L3 in Fig. 6, as labeled L1, L1a, and L1b. But their
centers lie in a common plane that is X /3 below the plane of
L3 �which is 6X /3 from the center of L1-B��. These L1 units
are linked to the L3 unit via shared C5 atoms as shown,
which is made possible by the puckering of the units: it can
be seen in Fig. 5�a� that the puckering of L3-B� places the
shared C5 atoms to the left of the central C1 as viewed,
which locates them, as said, below the C1 of L3 in Fig. 6. In
a similar way, lattice points �, , and � bring L5-B� of Fig.
5�a� to the positions labeled L5, L5a, and L5b in Fig. 6, and
their centers lie in a common plane X /3 above L3. The L3
and L5 units share C4 atoms as shown, and these can be seen
to lie to the right of the central C1 in the L3-B� unit of Fig.
5�a�, and thus above C1 of L3 in Fig. 6. Both L1 and L5 are
B-like layer units, and each has a threefold axis through its
central atom. Applying the threefold symmetry of the axes
through these L1 and L5 layer units generates the further L1,
L3, and L5 units shown in the outer ring of Fig. 6.

The overall sequence of layer units along a given three-
fold axis, over the repeat distance from � to �, is L4, L1, L3,
L5, L2, L4, L1, L3, L5, L2, L4, L1, L3, L5, and L2, with
centers all X /3 apart. The arrangement in Fig. 6 is made up
of the L1, L3, and L5 units at the center of this sequence, and
shows how a consecutive sequence of three units is needed to
give approximate close-packed space filling in projection
onto the plane perpendicular to the threefold axis. Immedi-
ately above this—that is, nearer to �—is a similar three-unit
arrangement in which the L1, L3, and L5 of Fig. 6 are re-
placed by, respectively, L2, L4, and L1, to make an arrange-
ment in which the L2 lie below L4, and the L1 lie above L4.
The L5 units of Fig. 6 thus have adjacent L2 units with
centers X /3 above the centers of the L5 units, and these
share the C9 atoms shown as unshared in Fig. 6. Likewise,
the C8 atoms of L1 shown as unshared in Fig. 6 are shared
with the L4 units of the three-unit arrangement �of L5, L2,
and L4� that lies below the arrangement in Fig. 6.

In this way, the structure can be regarded as comprising
five three-unit arrangements along the threefold axis direc-
tion: L4/L1/L3, L5/L2/L4, L1/L3/L5, L2/L4/L1, and L3/L5/
L2. This is arbitrary to the extent that—as explained—all
units share atoms with adjacent units above and below them.
And there is no meaning to separating this continuous ar-
rangement into three-unit groups other than that this gives
approximate space filling in projection onto a plane perpen-
dicular to the threefold axis, and provides a way of showing
how the structure is related to CCP. It can be seen in Fig. 6
that the arrangement of the L1, L3, and L5 units is far from
a true close-packed layer in projection, but close packing can
be recovered as follows.

Consider the region between L3 and L3a in Fig. 6. The
C8 and C9 atoms are—as explained above—shared with
units in the three-unit arrangements above and below the one
in Fig. 6. In order to separate the three-unit arrangements
from one another—as required to recover close-packed sepa-
rate layers—these atoms can be regarded as 50% in L1/L3/
L5, and 50% in L5/L2/L4 or L2/L4/L1. If all the units in the
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FIG. 6. The carbon arrangement of methane A viewed along the threefold
axis �in the direction from � toward �� showing the arrangement around an
L3-B� layer unit of Fig. 5�a�, here labeled simply L3. The first ring around
L3 is made up of L1-B� units labeled L1, L1a, and L1b, and L5-B� units
labeled L5, L5a, and L5b. The second ring is made up of L3 units, L3a to
L3f; L1 units, L1c to L1e; and L5 units, L5c to L5e. Each of the groups of
units L1, L3, and L5 is distinguished by the way its nearest-neighbor con-
tacts are shown—by thin, thick, and double lines, respectively. The L3 units
are all in a common plane perpendicular to the threefold axis; and the L1
and L5 units are in planes, respectively, X /3 below and X /3 above the L3
plane, where X is the average separation along the threefold axis of the layer
units in Fig. 5�a�. Some of the carbon atoms are labeled as in Fig. 5.
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L1/L3/L5 arrangement of Fig. 6 are then rotated a little to
allow the C8 and C9 “half” atoms to coalesce, it can be seen
that they become the single �100%� central atom of a hexa-
gon made up of C4, C2, C4, C5, C3, and C5. �Of course, this
also requires that all the puckering and the X /3 steps be-
tween L1, L3, and L5 are reduced to zero, so all atoms in the
L1/L3/L5 arrangement are brought into a common plane.�
Given also small displacements so that all the hexagons be-
come similar and regular, a close-packed arrangement in the
layer is recovered. There would then be five such separated,
close-packed layers, but still stacked ABCBB, and relative
displacements in the plane of the layers would be needed
finally to recover a CCP structure.

The rotations of the units, and removal of the puckering,
needed to recover a close-packed layer would slightly de-
crease the density of molecules in the layer compared with
that in the projection of the L1/L3/L5 arrangement. But this
reduced density in the close-packed layers is counterbal-
anced by a smaller layer spacing in CCP: the average spac-
ing of the layer units in Fig. 5�a� is 2.97 Å, whereas the layer
spacing in a CCP structure of the same density would be 2.76
Å. The larger spacing in methane A is attributable to puck-
ering of the layer units—giving them greater extent along the
threefold axis direction—and the non-close-packed ABCBB-
like stacking.

In summary, there are localized regions in the structure
of methane A that have similarities to a CCP arrangement,
but everywhere the structure is significantly distorted from
CCP, in a number of different ways and to varying degrees.
The arrangement of the molecular orientations seems to sug-
gest that these are largely determined by steric effects. In the
structure there are no orientations where two C–H bonds are
directed toward each other �for the final �+++� configuration,
as discussed above� and very few where a C–H bond is di-
rected toward another carbon atom. Instead, the common ar-
rangement is with molecules oriented so as to maximize the
H¯H distances. Thus, the distortion of the structure of
methane A away from close packing can be regarded as the
result of the competition between the need to avoid close
H¯H contacts and the tendency of spherical or quasispheri-
cal objects to adopt close packing as the densest arrange-
ment. Hence, it appears reasonable to suggest that the tran-
sition from methane I is driven by the increasing influence of
the molecular anisotropy on the crystal structure by the ap-
plication of pressure.

Nakahata et al.14 pointed out the similarity of the unit
cell and powder patterns of methane A to those of a phase
found in CF4 and CCl4 at low temperature or under moderate
pressure at room temperature. Phase I of CF4 forms at am-
bient pressure on cooling below 89.5 K �Ref. 31� and on
application of pressure to 1.86 GPa at room temperature.33

This phase has been indexed on a rhombohedral unit cell
with a=11.577�9� Å and �=89.49�1�°.34 Phase Ib of CCl4
forms from the liquid at room temperature and a pressure of
0.13 GPa, or on cooling below �240 K at ambient
pressure.35 It has been indexed on a rhombohedral unit cell
with a=14.24 Å and �=90°.36 Several different authors
have concluded that both CCl4 Ib and CF4 I contain 21 mol-
ecules in their unit cells, and have noted the similarities of

their powder diffraction patterns.34,36,37 The similarity of the
symmetry, dimensions, and contents of the unit cells of CF4

phase I, CCl4 phase Ib, and methane phase A, combined with
the similarities between CH4, CF4, and CCl4 as nonpolar
tetrahedral molecules, suggests that all these phases may
adopt the same structure. It would clearly be of considerable
interest to verify this by solving the as yet unknown struc-
tures of the rhombohedral phases of CF4 and CCl4. This is
particularly of interest because, if the distorted close-packed
structure determined here for methane A is indeed also that
of CF4 and CCl4, this would add a new structure to the seven
packing types so far identified for EX4 compounds.38

If methane, CF4 and CCl4 do prove to share this rhom-
bohedral structure, it would also be of interest to understand
why it is the only known structure that is common to all
three. CF4 and CCl4 transform under pressure to monoclinic
structures �P21 /c� with four molecules in the unit cell.20,39

Methane does not subsequently transform to a monoclinic
structure with pressure, but instead transforms to a structure
with a large cubic unit cell.40 It should be noted that the
Pauling electronegativity decreases from fluorine to chlorine
to hydrogen and it may be that the degree to which the C–X
�X being H, Cl, or F� bonds are polarized is the cause of the
differing structural sequence.

V. CONCLUSIONS

We have determined the crystal structure of phase A of
methane, a high-pressure phase which forms at 5.2 GPa at
room temperature. The crystal structure was determined from
a series of in situ diffraction studies using both x-ray and
neutron techniques. X-ray single-crystal diffraction results
enabled us to solve the molecular packing arrangement,
which was used as a basis for the determination of the hy-
drogen �deuterium� positions from neutron powder diffrac-
tion data. The hydrogen positions were then used for further
refinement of the structure against x-ray data, which enabled
us to resolve and discuss additional subtleties in the molecu-
lar arrangements and to justify the assignment of the struc-
ture to the R3 space group with 21 molecules in the unit cell.
The structure is quite strongly distorted from a CCP arrange-
ment and we present evidence that it has ordered molecular
orientations. This is consistent with orientational order being
produced by the increasing effects of anisotropy in the inter-
molecular interactions as the density is increased. Further-
more, similarities to the unit cell contents and symmetry for
CF4 and CCl4 lead us to suggest that this structure may be
common to the carbon tetrahalides.

Our results also provide crucial experimental data for
testing computational models of methane under planetary
conditions. The solution of the structure of phase A extends
the pressure range over which the density of methane is de-
finitively known to beyond 10 GPa and places extrapolations
of the equation of state at pressures beyond this on a firmer
footing. Density is an important parameter in calculations of
methane under planetary conditions,41 and this extension of
the equation of state provides a new benchmark for that.
Furthermore, knowledge of the full structure of methane in
the 10 GPa region provides a starting point for new modeling
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of higher-pressure solid phases, in the way that the solution
of ammonia IV structure42 was used as a basis for calcula-
tions of the states in ammonia in the megabar �100 GPa�
range.3
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